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Vertex Announces Integration with
Acumatica
Vertex, Inc., a provider of tax technology solutions and services, today announced
the availability of an integration between its indirect tax solutions with Acumatica
applications. Available in both on-premise and cloud technology, Vertex tax ...
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Vertex, Inc., a provider of tax technology solutions and services, today announced
the availability of an integration between its indirect tax solutions with Acumatica
applications. Available in both on-premise and cloud technology, Vertex tax
functionality allows Acumatica to provide its customers with accurate, automated
sales and use tax calculations, as well as signature-ready returns.

“As the global tax landscape increases in complexity, and businesses strive to be more
competitive, this integration provides Acumatica customers with enterprise-ready
tax functionality, helping to drive business success,” said Paul Beirnes, managing
director of partner development at Vertex.

Acumatica is a cloud ERP innovator with customers located around the world.
Acumatica ERP delivers adaptable cloud and mobile technology with a unique all-
inclusive user licensing model, enabling a complete, real-time view of businesses
anytime, anywhere. Through its worldwide network of partners, Acumatica provides
a full suite of integrated business management applications.

Vertex indirect tax solutions are now integrated into the Accounts Receivable Module
for all sales and use tax transactions via a connector. The Acumatica ERP platform
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features reliable sales and use tax calculation and returns, regardless of jurisdiction,
allowing internal resources to focus on more strategically valuable projects.
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